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On the basis of previous result by Hosoya and Nakao that (2+ 1)·dimensional gravity reduces the 
geodesic motion in moduli space, we investigate the effects of matter fields on the geodesic motion 
using the linearized theory. It is shown that the transverse·traceless parts of energy· momentum 
tensor make the deviation from the geodesic motion. This result is important for the Einstein· 
Maxwell theory due to the existence of global modes of Maxwell fields on torus. 

§ 1. Introduction 

Since a paper by DeWitt/) quantum gravity has been widely discussed. Although 
there remain serious difficulties in it, many progresses have been done. Especially 
Coleman recently proposed2

) a very interesting story about a cosmological constant. 
We recognized the importance of topology changing phenomeha in quantum gravIty 
from his paper. Canonical approach to general relativity3) can be undeFstoocl as a 
deformation theory of Riemannian manifold M. This deformation process may also 
be viewed in superspace S, which is the collection of Riemannian metrics modulo 
diffeomorphisms of M. Each point of S is a 3-geometry. As is well known in 
quantum cosmology, 3-geometry is the carrier of information about time. This extra 
variable is identified with conformal factor. Then what we would like to know is a 
deformation of conformal Riemannian manifolds which is characterized by if p.v 

=g-1!3gp.v in (3+ I)-dimensions .. This is the so-called "conformal superspace,,4) which 
is defined by superspace modulo conformal mappings. As a deformation theory, 
topology changing effects are difficult to treat. Only we can say is that the global 
dynamics of gravity is important. ' In order to get some feelings about topology 
changing, we shall study the global mode of gravity at the classical level. 

For this purpose we take (2+ I)-dimensional gravity as a playground.5
) In a 

recent paper, Witten has argued that the vacuum Einstein equations in (2+ 1)
dimensions are an exactly solvable system both classically and quantum mechanical
ly.I6) As Moncrief pointed out/) however, his analysis is unusual as for gravity. 
More conventional approach to the initial value problem of the gravity has been done 
by Hosoya and NakaoS

) and also by Moncrief himself. They consider a space-time 
as a direct product M = R X 1: where 1: is a compact orientable two manifold. 
Moncrief has analyzed initial value problem and concluded the existence of the 
solution of the constraint equations for genus gz1. For g=1 case, Hosoya and 
Nakao pointed out that the motion of the moduli parameters follow the geodesic 
curve defined by the Weil-Petersson metric9

) in the conformal superspace (moduli 
space). From our point of view, the present status of research of (2+ I)-dimensional 
gravity is still unsatisfactory in two points. First except for genus g=1 case there is 
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almost no concrete result (Moncrief proved the existence theorem). The second 
point is that previous study is concentrated solely on pure gravity. In this paper we 
would like to attack the second problem. So we shall concentrate on g=1 case in 
what follows. 

§ 2. Canonical gravity 

Although the part of analysis in this section is merely translation of the well
known results in (3+ I)-dimensional gravity, we shall start here to make this paper 
self-contained. Given a Einstein-Hilbert action 

(2'1) 

there is a standard prescription for obtaining a Hamiltonian formulation. The 
canonical theory begins with the following decomposition of the metric tensor 

(2'2) 

where fL, j) range over 0,1,2 and i, j range over 1, 2. Using this (2+ I)-decomposition 
of the metric, we obtain 

(2·3) 

where K j=(1/2N)(hij,o- Ni[j- N ilj ) is the extrinsic curvature and K = Kijhij is its trace. 
R(3) and R(2) denote the three and two dimensional scalar curvatures, respectively. 
The stroke indicates the covariant derivative defined by the spatial metric hij. Here 
we discard the surface term, because we shall concentrate on (2+ I)-dimensional 
space-time M=RxI where I is a compact orientable two manifold. The canonical 
conjugate momentum J[ij to hij is given by 

(2'4) 

The ApM action for Einstein's equations takes the form10
) 

(2'5) 

(2'6) 

(2'7) 

with J[=J[/=-/hK/. Note that the Hamiltonian constraint can be rewritten as 

(2'8) 

(2'9) 
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This tensor, GUkl , is the so-called supermetric on superspace. This metric has signa
ture ( -, +, + ) in 3-dimensional metric space Riem(L;). This is different from super
space whose naive dimension is one. The evolution equations obtained from (2·5) 
are 

Together with the constraint equations 

H=O, 

(2·10) 

(2·11) 

(2 ·12) 

(2·13) 

we obtain Einstein's equations Rp.v =0. Equations (2 ·12) and (2 ·13) are the Gauss
Coddazzi equations giving necessary and sufficient conditions for the embedding of 
hypersurface with second fundamental form Kij in a space-time satisfying Einstein 
equations. The momentum contraints (2 ·13) have clear meaning that it is a gener
ator of space diffeomorphism, Diff(L;). Wheeler's superspace can be defined by 

Riem(L;) /Diff(L;) . (2·14) 

The complexity of the Hamiltonian constraint (2 ·12) is the origin of difficulty for 
reducing the phase space to the physical space. 

From now on we shall reveal the special features of (2+ I)-dimensional gravity 
following Hosoya and Nakao. For technical reason it is further necessary to special
ize our model to g= 1 case, where g is the genus of Riemann surface. Using the 
traceless part of the extrinsic curvature j(u=kij -1/2hijK and its trace r=-K, the 
action becomes 

(2·15) 

with hu= hu/ /h. Here r=const over the spatial surface is taken following York. 
The momentum constraint can be solved by expanding j(u in terms of the basis {¢(a)ij} 
of the quadratic differentials 

(2·16) 

with v= f d 2x/h. The deformation of hij is represented as 

. ahu ap(a) I - • 
-at=~at.u(a)ihlj+dlffeo . (2·17) 

This equation defines the Teichmliler parameters p(a) and the corresponding Beltrami 
differentials .uta)i. Substitute the expansion Eqs. (2·16) and (2·17) for j(u and ahu/at 
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into the action Eq. (2·15) in the phase space. Due to the special gauge N=N(t), the 
final form of the action becomes 

where 

Here 

v= fd 2xlh, 

N=N/2v. 

(2 ·18) 

(2·19) 

(2·20) 

is the Weil-Petersson metric. From this result, the geodesic motion in the conformal 
superspace is apparent. 

§ 3. Linearized analysis 

The main purpose of this paper is to analyze the effects of matter fields on the 
geodesic motion. Our standing point is the following. We arbitrarily pick up some 
point in the conformal superspace and look at the infinitesimal neighborhood of this 
point. From this point of view, the geodesic motion is a straight line. The effects of 
matter fields can also be easily seen. To do this we shall start from linearized theory 
of gravity and then incorporate the matter fields perturbatively. Our strategy is to 
treat the approximation in which gravity is "weak". In the context of general 
relativity this means that the space-time metric is ne<1r1y flat. The criterion of the 
weak gravity does not seem to apply to our case, because the Einstein equation in 
(2+ I)-dimensions implies that the space-time is locally flat. Globally, however, there 
are "topological degrees of freedom" to consider. 

Let us start to analyze the pure linearized gravity. For the moment, we simply 
assume that the' deviation, hp.J), of the actual space-time metric 

(3·1) 

from the flat metric 7Jp.J) is "small". We mean by "linearized gravity" that approxima
tion to general relativity which is obtained by substituting equation (3 ·1) for gp.J) in the 
Einstein-Hilbert action and retaining only the terms quadratic in hp.J). The result is 
given by 

(3·2) 

where r(fp.J)=(I/2)(h(fp.,J)+ h(fJ),p.- hp.J),(f). This action is also rewritten as 

(3·3) 
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where Ku=I'ou, n=hoo and Ni=hoi.· To cast this action into first order form, let us 
define the momentum 

Then, we get 

Our next task is to solve the constraint equations 

For this purpose we use the following decomposition, 

7[,J=7[*+(L V)u+(1/2)7]ij7[, 

hij=hfJ +(L W)u+(l/2)7]uh, 

(3·4) 

(3'5) 

(3'6) 

(3'7) 

where (LvYj=aiVj+ajVi_7]uak V k. Here h~T and 7[* represent transverse
traceless parts of hu and 7[u. The general solution of constraint equations is 

;u = 7[* - aiaj(7[!LJ) + 7]u7[ , 

(3'8) 

where ¢ is an arbditrary function. Inserting Eq. (3·8) to the action, we obtain the 
well-known actionll

) 

_ ( 3 { ij . TT [ TT U' 1 ( TT )zJ} 5 - ) d X 7[TT h u - 7[u 7[TT +4 hjk .i . (3·9) 

In the topologiCally trivial space nothing happens. As we are considering the torus 
case, hfJ and 7[* are spatially constants. So we get 

(3·10) 

Note that the Weil-Petersson metric gap does not depend on qa in contrast to the full 
gravity. This fact is undersood as follows. As we regard the deviation from the 
background metric as small, we are on the tangent space at some point in the 
conformal superspace. As a consequence the geodesic motion is straight. It is 
natural, because any geodesic motion is locally straight. At this point we would like 
to emphasize that the clear-cut result for the case g=l heavily depends on the 
constancy of hiT We cannot expect the geodesic motion in the conformal superspace 
in the case g:2 2. 

Weare now in a position to discuss the effects of matter fields on geodesic motion. 
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Our action to consider is 

(3-11) 

To analyze this system, we assume that the Maxwell fields are sufficiently small so 
that quartic term can be negligible. Then full action reduces to 

S= jd3x(r/'lIrJtJ~ r/'T$.)- ~ jd3xFI'IIP'II+ jd3x ~ htJl'TtJl' 

( ij ) n( ) 1 } + Ni 27f,j - TOi +2 hkk,ii - hik,ik + Too +2hij Tij 

(3-12) 

The small perturbation term can be written as 

(3-13) 

Solving the constraint equations, we can obtain the longitudinal and the trace parts 
which are represented by matter fields. These are, however, higher order effects 
which we disregard in our approximation scheme. Finally retaining the relevant 
part only, we obtain 

(3-14) 

where Fa= f d 2 Xf-1aijTij. Equation (3-14) is our main result. The geodesic motion' in 
the conformal superspace is deviated by the transverse-traceless parts of the energy 
momentum tensor, i.e., its global mode part. Note that the final formula need not 
assume specific matter fields. The reason why we concentrate on the Maxwell fields 
is the existence of global modes of Maxwell fields on torus. 

Let us recall the several elementary facts about the Riemann surface. In the 
complex notation, the Abelian differential w satisfies the periodicity; 

!W=I, 
a 

jw= r= r[ + ir2, 
b 

and the Riemann relation 

z r - ' 2 J w/\w = Imr= r2 , 

(3-15) 

(3 -16) 

where a and b represent homology cycles for the different two directions of a torus. 
In terms of the real basis 
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w=a+i*a, (3·17) 

Eq. (19) means 

fa=l, 
a 

fa=n, 
b 

f* a=O, 
a 

f * a=rz, 
b 

and also Eq. (20) implies 

fa/\ * a=rz. 

We shall take the basis as 

~(Z)= * a, 

(3 '18) 

(3 '19) 

(3·20) 

The orthonormality relation, J ~(a)/\ *7J(,8)=~o(a)(,8), holds and the metric becomes 
rz 

Note that 

fA=a(l)n +a(Z)rz. 
b 

Using these bases, Eq. (3·20), the gauss law constraint is solved as 

and the vector potential decomposes to 

r 

(3· 21) 

(3·22) 

(3·23) 

(3·24) 

where LI is the Laplacian. From the knowledge we can obtain the spatial part of 
energy momentum tensor as 

(3·25) 

As we are interested in the global modes, we pick up them 
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and put this expression into the formula (3·14). The result is 

S= fdt[Paqa_~: PaP.a+qaJrrJr.aClr] , 

C .ar - rd2 ij(l .a r _ .a r) a -) I Xf1.a 2 7jij7jk tjk tji tjj . (3·27) 

In the case of the Einstein-Maxwell theory, the Wilson loop degrees bend the trajectory 
of the global degrees of gravity. This is understood as follows: The Wilson loop 
wind the non-trivial cycles of the torus, then the free motion of the torus is disturbed 
by its tension. 

§ 4. Conclusion 

We have succeeded in getting quantitative understanding for (2+ I)-dimensional 
gravity in the case of linearized theory. Although analysis for full gravity is too 
difficult to make any quantitative statement, we expect that the qualitative features 
remain true for this case. Furthermore we might speculate that the global deforma
tion of space is dictated by the global part of energy-momentum tensor in any 
dimensions. This is the motivation of our previous work12) in which we analyzed the 
abelian -gauge theory in topologically non-trivial space. In this case, however, the 
global dynamics may not be the geodesic motion in the conformal superspace due to 
the potential term. 

Now we understand the qualitative behavior of (2+ I)-dimensional gravity cou
pled with the matter fields in the case g=1. Next we would like to explain how to 
relate our analysis to the topology changing phenomena. Imagine the Riemann 
surface with genus g=2, pinching some cycle pwduces a degenerate Riemann surface 
which is the boundary of the superspace. Although we cannot go through this point 
classically,t3) there may be a chance to surmount this pinching point as a quantum 
mechanical tunneling process. If this is possible, topology changing effects can be 
formulated on the universal moduli space which has previously been studied in 
superstring theory.14) At this point matter fields must play an important role. Of 
course we should study (2 + I)-dimensional gravity in the case g ~ 2 before challenging 
this big problem. 

Application of our method to (3+ I)-dimensional gravity is interesting and tracta
ble in the case of simple topology. We are also planning to study the Einstein
Maxwell theory in the case of special initial data. It will be helpful to understand our 
results. 
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